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Abstract

This article studies situations in which agents do not initially know the effect of their decision
learn from experience the payoffs induced by their choices and their opponents’. We charara
equilibrium payoffs in terms of simple strategies in which an exploration phase is followe
a payoff acquisition phase.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper analyzes situations in which agents do not initially know the effe
their decisions, but learn from experience the payoffs induced by their choices an
opponents’. Our model falls into the class of repeated games with incomplete inform
and signals. Our main assumption is the symmetry of information between the pl
Hence, all players have the same initial information on the payoff function and recei
same additional information after every stage.

This assumption is motivated by two reasons. First, we believe it is realistic enou
apply in many economic situations (for instance, prices and quantities sold by a fir
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commonly observable by others). Second, whereas equilibria may fail to exist for g
repeated games with incomplete information, results due to Kohlberg and Zamir (
and Forges (1982) for the zero-sum case, and to Neyman and Sorin (1998) for the no
sum case prove their existence when information is symmetric.

We essentially characterize the set of uniform Nash equilibrium payoffs, and pr
some results on perfect Bayesian equilibrium payoffs. The traditional motivation for
the notion of uniform equilibrium is that an uniform equilibrium remains anε-equilibrium
in many contexts of uncertainty about time-preferences and/or about the duration
game. In addition, it highlights an essential feature of our model. In a one-player setu
optimal level of learning/experimentation is obtained by balancing the costs and ben
learning. In the absence of discounting, learning iscostless. In our model, partial revelatio
may be an equilibrium outcome. This is linked to the public good aspect of informa
and is discussed below.

In the general case, we prove that full exploration still constitutes an equilib
Namely, we exhibit equilibria in which players explore the payoffs induced by every a
profile before they play an equilibrium of the corresponding infinitely repeated game
perfect information. Nevertheless, this family of equilibria can be Pareto dominate
equilibria with partial revelation only. Hirshleifer (1971) already pointed out that pu
information can be socially damaging.

More generally, we exhibit a family of equilibria in which an exploration phas
followed by a payoff acquisition phase. At each stage of the exploration phase, p
choose a profile of actions which has not been played before. They can also choose
exploring, in which case the payoff acquisition phase starts. During this phase, whic
forever, the only actions played are the ones which were experienced during the expl
phase (provided no player deviates). Therefore, the only information players have
payoffs is the information obtained during the exploration phase.

Conversely, we prove that any equilibrium is payoff equivalent to a convex combin
of equilibria of the preceding form. To do this, we show that we can reduce all histori
the equilibrium path in such a way that exploration only takes place during the first s

The particular case of zero-sum, two-player games has been studied in a str
literature starting with Hannan (1957). It is proven that each player can guarant
value of the true underlying game. Therefore, no player can benefit from the initial la
information on the payoffs as long as these payoffs are announced after each turn. W
an extension of their result to any number of players. Again, we obtain that the mi
level of a player is the min max level in which all information on the payoffs is revea
This preliminary result also characterizes player’s individually rational levels for the
zero sum case.

The theory of two-player repeated games with incomplete information (see Au
and Maschler (1995), Forges (1992) for the general theory) usually assumes that
are observable whereas payoffs are not. With lack of information on more than on
(no player is more informed than the other) equilibria may not exist. The only ge
existence theorems are obtained with discounting on the payoffs (a fixed point arg
applies) or with lack of information on one side only. With lack of information on one s
Hart (1985) provides a characterization of equilibrium payoffs: basically, at each sta
the repetition the informed player reveals a bit more of his information to the uninfor
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A result due to Aumann and Hart (1986) shows that this revelation process can be e
not all equilibria are payoff-equivalent to equilibria in which revelation comes down
finite number of stages at the beginning of the game.

Some attention has been paid to the case where each player is informed
own payoff function. With lack of information on both sides, Koren (1988) proves
any equilibrium is payoff-equivalent to an equilibrium in which each agent is perf
informed of the true profile of payoff functions, and shows that a finite number of s
suffices for the whole process of information transmission. Yet, equilibria can fail to

We first discuss an example to introduce the main features of our model in Sec
Section 3 presents the model. The zero-sum case is studied in Section 4. In Sec
we introduce scenarios as a class of strategies with respect to which we chara
equilibrium payoffs in the general non-zero-sum case. Section 6 is devoted to the
of the main theorem. Section 7 contains discussions of perfect Bayesian equili
discounted games, and few miscellaneous examples.

2. Discussion and example

We are concerned with equilibria of games where players collectively learn their p
of payoff functions. Initially, players know that the game being played is one of a fi
family (G(k))k∈K , and they share a common priorp on K. We denote byG∞(p) the
infinitely repeated game in whichk is drawn according top at stage 0 and in which afte
each subsequent stage, the action profile played and the payoff profile yielded byk and by
the action profile are publicly announced.

During the play ofG∞(p), players learn more and more about their profile of pay
functions. Eventually, they can fully learn the underlying gameG(k) and play in the infinite
repetitionG∞(k) of G(k). The Folk theorem characterizes all Nash equilibrium pay
of G∞(k) for eachk. We characterize equilibria in terms of their corresponding leve
exploration.

In a game in which any action profile identifies the state of nature, all equilibria mu
revealing. Also, zero-sum games have the property that all equilibria are payoff equ
to full revelation of the payoff function. Nevertheless, in the general case, some equ
of G∞(p) can be sustained only if there is no complete learning ofk, as shown by the
coming example.

Example 1. Consider a situation of duopoly in which each firm can be peaceful(P ) or
initiate a war(W). When a war is initiated by any of the two firms, a winner is decla
that also wins all subsequent wars. For instance we may imagine that one of the tw
possesses a stronger technology but the identity of the stronger is unknown until
occurs. The true game played can beG(1) or G(2), whereG(i) happens wheni is the
strongest firm:

W P

W 2,−2 2,−2
P 2,−2 1,1

G(1),
W P

W −2,2 −2,2
P −2,2 1,1

G(2).

Players assess initial probabilityp = (1/2,1/2) on the game beingG(1) orG(2).
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First, note that it is an equilibrium ofG(p) to play (W,W) forever, thus revealing th
true payoff function and playing a Nash equilibrium of the associated infinitely rep
game. In fact, the only equilibrium payoffs ofG∞(1) andG∞(2) are(2,−2) and(−2,2),
respectively.

There also exist equilibria in which war is never declared. AfterW is played once, the
payoff function is revealed and one of the two players hasW as a dominant strategy. Thu
after a war the winner gets 2 forever and the loser gets−2 forever. If at some stage no w
has ever been declared, each player anticipates to being strongest or the weakest w
probabilities. The expected payoff if a war is declared is 0, which is less than the pay
1 if peace lasts forever. Therefore it is an equilibrium that players remain peaceful fo
In this equilibrium no war is ever declared because each player fears being the lose

3. Model

3.1. The game

The set of players is a finite setI . Each playeri has a finite set of actionsAi . The finite
setK of states of nature is initially endowed with probabilityp ∈∆(K) with full support
(for any finite setS,∆(S) is the set of probabilities overS). For eachk ∈K is given a game
in strategic formGk = ((Ai)i∈I , gk :A→ R

I ) (as usualA=∏
i A

i , A−i =∏
j �=i Aj and

we use similar notations whenever convenient).
The gameG∞(p) unfolds as follows.

step 0: a statek ∈K is drawn according to some distributionp.
stepn, n� 1: The players are told the past sequence of actions profiles(at )t<n and the

corresponding sequence of payoffs. They then choose independently actioain,
i ∈ I .

The above description, includingp, is common knowledge. Notice that all the playe
have the same information aboutk, and receive thesameadditional information. Hence
no asymmetry of information can possibly arise during the play.

We make the innocuous assumption that a state of nature contains no more th
information relative to the payoffs: for any two distinct statesk1, k2, the payoff functions
gk1 andgk2 differ.

3.2. Strategies

We denote byH∞ = K × A the set of plays. Forn � 1, we define aσ -algebra
Hn on H∞ which represents the information available at stagen. Let h,h′ ∈ H∞, with
h = (k, (ap)p�1), h′ = (k′, (a′

p)p�1). We say thath andh′ aren-equivalent ifap = a′
p,

andgk(ap) = gk′(ap), for eachp < n. It captures the intuitive idea that, prior to playin
in stagen, the players are unable to distinguish the two playsh andh′. This equivalence
relation partitionsH∞ into finitely many equivalence classes. We denote byHn the σ -
algebra overH∞ induced by this partition. Note that(Hn)n is a filtration overH∞, i.e.,
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Hn ⊂Hn+1 for eachn. We defineH∞ = σ(⋃nHn); it is the coarsestσ -algebra overH∞
which contains eachHn.

A pure (respectively behavioral) strategy of playeri is a sequenceσ i = (f in)n�1, where
f in is a measurable mapf in : (H∞,Hn)→Ai (respectively to∆(Ai)) which describes the
behavior of playeri in stagen. The space of behavioral strategies of playeri is denoted
byΣi .

Givenp, any profileσ ∈Σ induces a probability distributionPp,σ over the set of plays
(H∞,H∞). We writePk,σ for the distribution onH∞ conditional onk ∈ K. Note that
Pk,σ = Pδk,σ whereδk is the unit mass onK andPp,σ = ∑

k p(k)Pk,σ . For anyH∞-
measurable bounded random variableX we writeEp,σX andEk,σX for the expectation
of X underPp,σ andPk,σ respectively.

The actionain played byi and the action profilean = (ain)i∈I at stagen are random
variables over(H∞,H∞). Then,gn = gk(an) is the payoff vector in stagen if the true
state of nature isk, and forσ ∈ Σ , γn(σ ) = Ep,σ { 1

n

∑n
m=1gm} is the expected averag

payoff up to stagen. Also γn(k, σ ) = Ek,σ { 1
n

∑n
m=1gm} is the average payoff in statek.

Subscripts are then used to denote both stages and states of nature, but no confu
possibly arise.

We denote byGn(p) then-stage version ofG∞(p), it has strategy setsΣi , and payoff
functionγn.

3.3. Equilibrium notions

We recall from (Mertens et al., 1994) the notion of uniform equilibrium.

Definition 3.1. A profile σ ∈ Σ is an uniform equilibrium profile if the following two
conditions are satisfied:

(1) for everyk ∈K, γ (k, σ )= limn→∞(k, σ ) exists;
(2) for eachε > 0, there existsN ∈ N such that, providedn�N , σ is anε-equilibrium in

Gn(p).

We then say thatγ (σ)= (γ (k, σ )k∈K is an uniform equilibrium payoff.

These are about the most stringent requirements for equilibrium: thesameprofile is
an ε-equilibrium in everyfinitely repeated game provided the number of repetition
large enough. Furthermore this implies that this profile is also anε-equilibrium in every
discounted game, provided the payoffs are sufficiently little discounted.

We denote byE(p) the set of equilibrium payoffs ofG∞(p).

3.4. Individually rational levels

As usual for repeated games, it is essential to characterize the level at which p
other thani can punish playeri. The corresponding concept is that of min max.

We say thatvi(p) is the (uniform) min max for playeri if the following two conditions
are satisfied:
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(1) Players−i can guaranteevi(p): there existsσ−i ∈Σ−i such that

lim sup
n

max
σ i
γ in
(
σ−i , σ i

)
� vi(p);

(2) Player i can defendvi(p): for everyσ−i ∈Σ−i , there existsσ i such that

lim inf
n

γ in
(
σ−i , σ i

)
� vi(p).

If G∞(p) happens to be a game of complete information(|K| = 1, orp is a unit mass
on somek ∈ K), the min max for playeri exists and coincides with the min max of t
corresponding one-shot game, defined as:

vik = min
s−i∈∏j �=i ∆(Aj ) max

si∈∆(Ai)
Es−i ,si g

i
k

(
a−i , ai

)
.

When playersj �= i can correlate their strategies,Σ−i and
∏
j �=i ∆(Aj) in the above

definitions must be replaced by∆(Σ−i ) and ∆(A−i ), respectively. This defines th
correlated min max for playeri in G(p) andG(k) that we denotewi(p) andwik.

In general,wi(p) < vi(p) andwik < v
i
k , except with two players where equality hold

In Section 4 we characterizevi(p) andwi(p).

3.5. Correlated and communication equilibria

In many situations, it is natural to assume that players have the opportun
communicate during the play of the game. In the most general framework, playe
communicate between any two stages through the use of any communication mec
that sends them back private, stochastically drawn signals (Forges, 1992).

When we assume players can communicate between any two stages usin
communication mechanism, the (uniform or Banach) equilibrium payoffs induced o
infinitely repeated game are called the extensive form communication equilibria. Th
is denotedEcom(p). We also consider some common limitations on the mechanisms
to communicate. First, if players can only communicate before the game starts, we sp
normal form communication equilibria, and the corresponding set of equilibrium pa
is E∗

com(p). Second, if we assume that players’ signals do not depend on their me
(of equivalently if the mechanism receives no inputs), the communication mech
is called a correlation device (Aumann, 1974). This defines the two correspondin
of extensive form correlated equilibrium payoffsEcor(p) and normal form correlate
equilibrium payoffsE∗

cor(p). Furthermore, when the correlation devices are restricte
be public (every player gets the same signal), the equilibria are called public corr
equilibria (in extensive form or not) and the sets of equilibrium payoffs are den
E∗

pub(p) andEpub(p).

4. The zero-sum case

The characterization of the min max in the two-player, zero-sum case is well-kn
The following result is an immediate consequence of a much more powerful result ob
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independently by Hannan (1957), and Baños (1968) among others. We refer the re
Foster and Vohra (1999) for a discussion of this result and the relevant literature.

Theorem 4.1. AssumeN = 2. Themin maxfor playeri in G∞(p) exists and:

vi(p)= Epvik =
∑
k

pkv
i
k.

Let now the numberN of players be arbitrary. By viewing players−i as a single
player, the following characterization of the correlated min max is a direct conseq
of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.1. The correlatedmin maxfor playeri in G∞(p) exists and:

wi(p)= Epwik =
∑
k

pkw
i
k.

To study situations where correlation mechanisms are ruled out, we need an ex
of Theorem 4.1. We now state this extension.

Theorem 4.2. Themin maxfor playeri in G∞(p) exists and

vi(p)= Epvik =
∑
k

pkv
i
k.

The preceding results are powerful tools that show that the two min max fori inG∞(p)
are the same as in the game in which the state of nature ispublicly revealed.

In other words, as long as payoffs are publicly revealed,i cannot be worse off neithe
can he take advantage of the fact that the game has initially incomplete information
payoffs. Of course, this holds only for zero-sum games.

The property of Theorem 4.2 is deeply related to the observability of payoffs
hardly to the assumption of symmetric information. In order to emphasize this poin
prove more than the statement of Theorem 4.2, and consider situations of asym
information. We prove that:

(1) evenif player i is fully informed of the realized statek, while players−i are not even
informed ofp, players−i can punish playeri down tovik , whatever bek;

(2) evenif player i is told onlyp, while each player of the coalition−i is fully informed
of k, playeri canstill defendvik in every statek.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. We provide here only the intuition of the proof. For a detai
proof, the reader is referred to Appendix A. We prove the claim for playeri and, for
notational convenience, suppress any reference toi in the payoffs.

To guaranteevk . We constructσ−i ∈Σ−i such that,

∀ε, ∃Nε, ∀σ i, ∀n�N, ∀k Ek,σ [ḡn] � vk + ε. (1)
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First, we argue that it is enough to construct, for eachε, a profileσ−i
ε for which (1) is

satisfied. Indeed, for any sequence(εn) decreasing to 0, the profileσ−i defined as: play
σ−i
ε1

forNε1 stages, then forget the past and playσ−i
ε2

forNε2 stages, etc. would then satis
(1) for eachε.

Therefore, letε > 0. Denote byAi(n) the set of those actionsai ∈ Ai which
consequences are known at stagen, i.e., thoseai such thatall action combinations
(ai, a−i), a−i ∈A−i have been played at least once prior to stagen.

We defineσ−i as: play(1 − ε)σ−i (k,Ai(n))+ εe−i in stagen, whereσ−i (k,Ai(n))
is an optimal strategy of players−i in the (complete information) one-shot game wh
playeri is restricted toAi(n), ande−i is some distribution with full support. (At stagen,
playeri knows the restriction ofgk toAi(n); therefore, this restricted game may be view
as a one-shot game with complete information.)

At every stage, every action combination of players−i is played with a positive
probability, bounded away from 0. Therefore, there cannot be many stages, on av
in which playeri chooses an action which consequences are not yet fully known. O
other hand, whenever playeri chooses an action inAi(n), his expected payoff again
σ−i (k,Ai(n)) does not exceedvk .

To defendvk . We prove that for everyσ−i ∈Σ−i , there existsσ i ∈Σi such that∀ε > 0:

∃Nε, ∀n�Nε, k ∈K, Ek,σ−i ,σ i [ḡn] � vk − ε. (2)

Moreover,Nε may be chosen independently ofσ−i .
As in the first part of the proof, we letε > 0 andσ−i . We define a strategyσ iε and prove

that it satisfies (2).
We denote bȳσ −i

n the distribution of players−i ’s actions in stagen, conditional on the
information held by playeri, and bypn the conditional distribution overK.

Defineσ iε as: play(1−ε)σ i(pn, σ̄−i
n )+εei in stagen, whereσ i(pn, σ̄−i

n ) is a best reply
of playeri to the correlated distribution̄σ−i

n in the game with payoff function
∑
k pn(k)gk .

To establish (2), two main arguments are used. First, it is shown as in the previou
of the proof that there are not too many stages in which there is a non-small prob
that players−i pick an action combination which consequences have not been
experienced in the past. Second, we rely on a classic result in the literature on rep
effects or merging due to Fudenberg and Levine (1992) which states roughly that m
the time, the distribution of players−i ’s actions anticipated by playeri is quite close to
thetrue distribution.

Bringing these two parts together yields the result. Consider any stage in whichboththe
anticipation of playeri is goodand there is only a small probability that players−i select
an action combination which is not completely known. In that stage, the expected p
to playeri is at leastvk minus some small quantity.✷
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Consider the two players gameG(p) where player I has strateg
setA−i player II has strategy setAi and the payoff function to II isgi Observe that the
correlated min max fori in G(p) is equal to the min max for II inG(p). Hence the resul
from Theorem 4.2. ✷
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5. The general case

We analyze equilibria ofG∞(p) with respect to simple strategies in which
exploration takes place during the first stages of repetition.

5.1. Scenarios

A scenario is a profile of strategies under which players first explore a new a
combination in each stage, then this exploration processstops, and play forever (a conve
combination of) the cells which have been uncovered in the exploration phase. W
formalize this intuitive notion.

We first define how players explore their payoffs. Anexploration ruleis a paire= (f, t)
where:

• f = (fn)n is a profile of pure strategies such that for every playh= (k, a1, . . . , an, . . .)

andn� |A|, fn(h) is not in the set{a1, . . . , an−1}.
• t is a stopping time1 t : (H∞,H∞)→ {2, . . . , |A| + 1}.

f describes the order in which cells are explored, whereast − 1 � |A| is the last stage
at which exploration takes place. The condition ont ensures that the decision whether
stop or not at stagen depends only on their information at stagen. Note that the definition
of f matters only up to stage|A| sincet � |A| + 1.

An exploration rulee together with a state of naturek induce a history(k, a1, a2, . . . ,

at−1) during the exploration phase, which can be completed to a playe(k)= (k, a1, a2, . . . ,

at−1, at−1, . . . , at−1, . . .) ∈ H∞. This defines a mape :K → (H∞,H∞). We letπf,t =
e−1(H∞) be the coarsestσ -algebra onK for which this map is measurable. Two sta
of K are in the same atom ofπf,t if and only if the histories they induce during th
exploration withe are indistinguishable. Therefore,πf,t represents players’ partition o
information onK at time t if f has been followed. It is also useful to consider the
Ak(e)= {a1, a2, . . . , at−1} of cells explored in statek with e.

A scenario(e, δ) is defined by an exploration rulee and by a measurable mappin
δ : (K,πf,t ) → ∆(A) such that ifk induces the history(k, a1, a2, . . . , at−1) during the
exploration phase, supp(δ(k))⊂ {a1, . . . , at−1}.

In statek, δ(k) is to be thought of as the distribution of player’s action profiles a
exploration stops, and〈δ, g〉(k)= Eδ(k)gk(a) as the average payoff profile in the long ru
We view 〈δ, g〉 as a random variable on(H∞,H∞). The conditions onδ ensures that (1
δ(k) is known to the players at the end of the exploration phase and (2) after staget , players
keep playing cells already discovered.

Theσ -algebra of events beforet is denoted byHt . It is formally given by the set o
B ∈ H∞ such that for alln, B ∩ {t � n} ∈Hn.

A scenario naturally defines strategies inG∞(p) in which players followf up to stage
t − 1, then play pure actions with frequencies given byδ(k). For these strategies to for
equilibria, one needs to impose some individual rationality condition. Hence we defi

1 I.e., {t � n} ∈Hn for everyn.
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Definition 5.1. A scenario(f, t, δ) is calledadmissibleif

〈δ, g〉 � Ep(v | πf,t ) p almost surely.

In an admissible scenario each player receives at least the expectation of his m
conditional to his information after the exploration phase.

In terms of payoffs,A(p) represents the subset ofR
I.K induced by admissible

scenarios:

A(p)= {(〈δ, g〉(k))
k
∈ R

I.K for some admissible scenario(f, t, δ)
}
.

When the min max levelvi is replaced by the correlated min max levelwi in the
definition of an admissible scenario, the corresponding set of induced payoffs is de
byB(p).

5.2. Statement of the results

Our main result is the following characterization of equilibrium payoffs ofG∞(p) in
terms ofA(p):

Theorem 5.1.
∏
k

Ek ⊆A(p)⊆E(p)⊆ co(A(p))=E∗
pub(p)=Epub(p),

E∗
cor(p)=Ecom(p)= co

(
B(p)

)
.

The notation “co” stands for the convex hull. In the last section we provide exam
showing that each of the inclusions can be strict. Going from normal form to exte
form and from correlation devices to communication mechanisms, one increases
of communication possibilities which are open to the players and the corresponding
equilibrium payoffs. Therefore, Theorem 5.1 implies:

E∗
cor(p)=E∗

com(p)=Ecor(p)=Ecom(p)= co
(
B(p)

)
.

We present some remarks dealing with possible extensions of our results. In
situations of economic interest, it is more natural to assume that onlyown payoffs are
observable. In that case,E(p) may be empty, as shown by Koren (1988).

Nevertheless, the monitoring assumption may be weakened to allow forsymmetric
information functions. We may assume that in any stage, the players receive a
signal which includes the action profile. With the exception of the first inclusion
result in Theorem 5.1 still holds,moduloan obvious adaptation ofπf,t in the definition
of an admissible scenario. The first inclusion needs not hold: it relies on the poss
of identifying the true game being played by exploration. If the public signal is alw
uninformative,G(p) is equivalent to the average game, with payoff function

∑
k pkg(k, ·).

Finally, all the results would still hold for Banach equilibrium payoffs, i.e., if a Ban
limit was used to define average payoffs (Hart, 1985).
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6. Proofs

First, notice that after any stage, player’s beliefs onk depend on the observed histo
and not on the strategies followed. More precisely, the probability of the true state of n
beingk conditional tohn = (k̃, a1, . . . , an) ∈Hn is:

p(k |Hn)(hn)=
{

p(k)

p({k′, ∀p < n gk′(ap)= gk̃(ap)})
if ∀p < n, gk(ap)= gk̃(ap),

0 otherwise.
We denotepn this conditional probability, and view it as a random variable

(H∞,H∞).
This implies the following lemma that we shall use extensively (the proof is stra

forward and omitted):

Lemma 6.1. For any mappingf from K to R, any profile of strategiesσ and n � 1,
Eσ,p[f |Hn] =∑

k pn(k)f (k), Pp,σ -a.s.

We can now prove the first inclusion of the main theorem:

Proposition 6.1. One has
∏
k Ek ⊆A(p).

Proof. Let γ = (γk)k ∈∏k Ek. Choose an enumeration of the possible action comb
tions, i.e., a bijective map fromA to {1, . . . , |A|}, and define a profilef ∈Σ as: play in
stagen the action profile labeledn, whatever be the information available.

Sett = |A|+1, ande= (f, t). Fork ∈K, chooseδ(k) ∈∆(A), such that〈δ, g〉(k)= γk .
Underf , all the action combinations have been tested by stage|A|. Henceπe is the discrete
σ -algebra overK. Therefore,δ is πe-measurable. On the other hand,γk ∈ Ek implies
γk � vk . Thus,(e, δ) is an admissible scenario.✷
Proposition 6.2. One hasA(p)⊆ E(p).

Proof. We give here the main ideas underlying the proof. A detailed proof can be fou
Appendix B. Letγ ∈ A(p), and(f, t, δ) an admissible scenario such thatγ = 〈δ, g〉. An
equilibrium profile with payoffγ is described as follows.

On the equilibrium path, the play is divided into a learning phase and a p
accumulation phase. In the learning phase, the players followf , therefore discover th
payoffs induced by some action combinations. This phase is ended at timet . From then
on, the players play a specific sequence of elements ofA, among those which have be
discovered(i.e.,played) prior to t . It is chosen so that the asymptotic frequency along
sequence of eacha ∈ A converges toδ(a). Of course, it has to depend on the realiz
state of nature. However, sinceδ is πe-measurable, the sequences followed in the diffe
states can be chosen in aπe-measurable way: playing the correct sequence can be
using only the information available att .

Any deviation from this equilibrium path is punished forever: if playeri deviates, the
coalition −i switches to an optimal strategy in the corresponding zero-sum game
symmetric incomplete information).
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The fact that this constitutes indeed an equilibrium profile with payoffγ is derived from
the following arguments.

In order to evaluate the impact of deviating after a given historyhn ∈ Hn, player i
has to compare his continuation payoff, i.e., the payoff he would get by not devi
Ep[〈δ, g〉i | hn], to the level at which he would be punished, would he deviate at
stage. This punishment level is equal tovi(pn+1), wherepn+1 is the posterior distribution
overK, after the deviation has taken place. Athn, the value ofvi(pn+1)may be unknown
since it might be the case that a new action combination is tried at that stage (and
depend upon the specific deviation from the equilibrium path). A crucial step is to
that the expected level of punishmentEp,σ−i ,τ i [vi(pn+1) | hn] coincides in any case wit
Ep[vi | hn]. This is easily deduced from a martingale argument and from the fac
v(p)=∑

k pkvk , ∀p (cf. the study of the zero-sum case).
Finally, the fact thatEp[〈δ, g〉i | hn] � Ep[vi | hn] follows from the admissibility of the

scenario(f, t, δ). Therefore, the continuation payoff of playeri always exceeds the payo
he would get in case of a deviation.✷
Proposition 6.3. E(p)⊆ coA(p).

Proof. Let γ ∈ E(p), and σ be an uniform equilibrium profile associated toγ . The
decomposition ofγ as a convex combination of elements ofA(p) is obtained by
interpretingσ as amixedstrategy, i.e., as a probability distribution over pure strateg
rather than asbehavioralstrategies.

Any profile of pure strategies induces a family of plays, one for each state of n
On each of these plays,experimentationmay occur at various stages, but must eventu
end. For each play, deleteall the stages prior to the last experimentation stage in w
no experimentation takes place. One thereby obtains a new family of plays in whi
the learning is done right at the beginning of the play. Therefore, we have associa
exploration rule to any profile of pure strategies.σ may thus be viewed as a probabil
distribution over thefiniteset of exploration rules.

We now construct payoffs. Lete be an exploration rule in the support ofσ . Forn� 1,
it makes sense to compute the average payoffxn(e) up to stagen, conditional on the fac
that the observed history is compatible withe (i.e., is consistent with the hypothesis th
the profile of pure strategies selected byσ inducese).

There is no reason why the various sequences(xkn(e))k∈K,e∈suppσ should converge
However, since the number of states and exploration rules is finite, we may cho
subsequenceφ(n) such thatxkn(e) converges, say toxk(e), for eachk ∈K, e ∈ suppσ .

If two statesk andk′ are not distinguished bye (that is, belong to the same atom ofπe),
then no history consistent withe can distinguish between them. Thus,xk(e)= xk′(e). On
the other hand, if the true state happens to bek, then, on any history consistent withe, all
the action combinations which are played belong toAk(e). Therefore, one can construc
πe-measurable functionδe :K →∆(A), such that suppδ(k)⊆Ak(e), and〈δ, g〉 = x(e).

It is straightforward to check thatγ =∑
e σ (e)x(e). To conclude the proof, it remain

to be proved that, for eache in the support ofσ , the scenario(e, δe) is admissible. This
property is derived from the following two observations.
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On the one hand, lethn be an history of lengthn (atom ofHn) with positive probability
underσ . Then, forε > 0, the expected average payoffEp,σ [ḡq | hn] conditional onhn is
at leastEp[v | hn] − ε, providedq is large enough. Indeed, if this were not true, say
playeri, playeri would find it profitable to deviate from stagen, if hn occurred. This is
ruled out sinceσ is an equilibrium profile.

On the other hand, providedn is large enough, the probability that the play fails
some stage to be consistent withe, given that it is consistent up to stagen, is close to 0
(otherwise,e would not be in the support ofσ ). Therefore, denoting byHn(e) the set of
histories consistent withe up ton, the expected payoffEk,σ [ḡq |Hn(e)] is close toxk(e),
for eachk.

The two observations yield an estimate of the kind

Ep,σ
[
x(e)

∣∣Hn(e)]� Ep
[
v
∣∣Hn(e)]− 2ε.

The result follows by taking the limitn to infinity, using the fact thatε was arbitrary. ✷
Proposition 6.4. coB(p)=Ecor(p)=Ecom(p).

Proof. We first prove that coB(p) ⊆ Ecor(p). Let γ ∈ coB(p). Write γ as a convex
combination of payoffs inB(p):

γ =
Q∑
q=1

αqγq, whereαq � 0, γq ∈A(p) for eachq, and
Q∑
q=1

αq = 1.

ExtendG∞(p) by the following public correlation mechanism which takes place
stage 0:q ∈ {1, . . . ,Q} is chosen according to the distributionα = (α1, . . . , αQ), and
publicly announced.

If q happens to be chosen, players follow a profile defined as in the pro
Proposition 6.2, with the following modification. At each stage, a correlation devi
available, which is used if some player, say playeri, deviated from the equilibrium path
it enables players−i to correlate their actions, in order to achieve the correlated min
level.

We do not provide a detailed proof of the inclusionEcom(p)⊆ coB(p). We only briefly
explain how the proof ofE(p)⊆ coA(p) can be adapted.

Let γ ∈ Ecom(p): γ is an equilibrium ofG∞(p), extended by some communicati
mechanism, which we denote byGc∞(p). Add one fictitious player whichcontrols the
communication mechanisms (whose strategy is to choose the outputs as a functio
inputs he gets). Letσ be a corresponding equilibrium profile (of course, the strategy o
fictitious player coincides with the description of the communication mechanisms).
the proof of Proposition 6.3,σ is viewed as a probability distribution over profiles ofpure
strategies inGc∞(p). The crucial point is the following: any profile of pure strategiess in
Gc∞(p) can beidentifiedto a profile of pure strategiess̃ inG∞(p): intuitively, every round
of communication is useless since its result is known in advance (actually, is com
knowledge). Slightly more formally, given any historyh̃n of lengthn in G∞(p), each
player is able to compute the vector of inputs which have been sent, according tos, in the
previous stages, therefore also the outputs since the fictitious player is also using
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strategy. Thus, there is exactly one historyhn of lengthn in Gc∞(p) which is consisten
with hn and s. Hence, it is meaningful to definẽs as: play afterh̃n what s would play
afterhn. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.3.✷

The proof of the equality coB(p) = E∗
cor(p) = E∗

com(p) is obtained along the sam
lines as the previous proposition, by setting all the correlation or communication de
used along the playbeforethe beginning of the play.

The proofs of coA(p)= E∗
pub(p)= Epub(p) are similar. The use of correlated devic

with public signals makes it impossible to a coalition of players to correlate themsel
a privateway. Therefore,B(p) is here to be replaced byA(p). (If we did replace public
correlationdevices by publiccommunicationdevices, private correlation would again
possible; we do not wish to elaborate on this point).

7. Comments

7.1. All inclusions of Theorem 5.1 may be strict

Example 2 (E(p) �= co(A(p))). Consider the example of duopoly previously studied,
let (σ 1, σ 2) be a Nash equilibrium ofG(1/2,1/2). Let pi(t) denote the probability tha
playeri playsP at staget if (P,P ) has always been played before. If

pi∞ = lim
T→∞

∏
1�t�T

pi(t)= 0 for i = 1 or i = 2,

then war occurs with probability 1. The induced equilibrium payoff is(2,−2) if k = 1 and
(−2,2) if k = 2.

Now assumepi∞ > 0 for i = 1,2. Player 1’s incentives are to minimize the probabi
with which a war is declared, since after war is declared his expected payoff is 0 wh
if war is never declared his expected payoff is 1. Therefore it is a best reply for p
1 to playP until W has been played by 2, and his best reply inG(k) after. This way,
1’s expected payoff isp2∞ × 1 + (1 − p2∞)× 0. Therefore 1 never declares war befor
does. Similarly 2 does not playW until 1 does. Thus, both players always playP , and the
induced equilibrium payoff is(1,1) in both states.

Hence we have shown that

E(p)= {(
(2,−2), (−2,2)

)}∪ {(1,1), (1,1)}
which is not a convex set.

Example 3 (
∏
Ek �= A(p)). In the previous duopoly game, one has

∏
Ek = ((2,−2),

(−2,2)) since whenk is known, there is only one equilibrium payoff. We define
exploration rulee by: examine cell(P,P ) then stop. This exploration process is comple
to a scenario with the distribution on cells which is a unit mass at(P,P ). This scenario is
admissible since it yields to each player a payoff of 1 which is greater than the exp
min max of 0. Yet it yields a payoff which is not element of

∏
Ek .
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Example 4 (A(p) �= E(p)). Consider the following versionG′(p) of G(p) in which
strategyP has been duplicated. The initial probability isp = (1/2,1/2) on payoff
matrices:

W P1 P2
W 2,−2 2,−2 2,−2
P1 2,−2 1,1 1,1
P2 2,−2 1,1 1,1

G′(1)

,

W P1 P2
W −2,2 −2,2 −2,2
P1 −2,2 1,1 1,1
P2 −2,2 1,1 1,1

G′(2)

.

The same arguments as before show thatA(p)= {((2,−2), (−2,2))}∪{((0,0), (0,0))}.
Now, we define strategies inG′(p) in which both players:

• Stage 1. Play(1
2P1,

1
2P2).

• Stagen� 2. PlayP1 if (P1,P1) or (P2,P2) was played in stage 1. Otherwise playW .
• If some player playedW instead ofP1 at any stagen � 2, playW from stagen+ 1

on.

No player has incentives to deviate from(W,W) since it is a Nash equilibrium. A
before,(P1,P1) is an equilibrium path if a deviation toW leads to an infinite repetition o
(W,W). Stage 1 is a jointly controlled lottery used to randomize between the two
equilibria: Peace or War. Hence these strategies form a Nash equilibrium; it yiel
equilibrium payoff of((3/2,1/2), (1/2,3/2)) which is not an element ofA(p).

7.2. The discounted case

We first deal with the zero-sum case. Defineviλ(p) to be the min max value for playeri
of theλ-discounted game with incomplete information in which the initial distribution o
states isp. Since the uniform min maxv(p) exists, limλ→1vλ(p) exists, and is equal t
v(p). In particular, an application of Theorem 4.2 shows thatvλ(p) is close to

∑
k pkvλ(k),

providedλ is close enough to 1.

Example 5. Consider the following two games, one of which is selected accordin
p = (1/2,1/2):

T 1,0
B1 1,1
B2 0,0

G′′(1),
T 1,0
B1 0,0
B2 1,1

G′′(2).

The actionT always gives a payoff of 1 to player 1, so that player 1 can guaran
in any (discounted or not) repetition of the game. Note also that(1,1) is an equilibrium
payoff of bothG′′(1) andG′′(2).

If payoffs are not discounted, player 1 can explore during the first stage, and pl
action that leads to(1,1) at each consecutive stage. The payoff vector associated t
equilibrium is((1,1), (1,1)), which is consistent with the fact that

∏
k Ek ⊆E(p).

If payoffs are discounted, the only way for player 1 to get a payoff of 1 is to plaT
at each stage. Therefore, payoffs are not explored at an equilibrium. This shows t
inclusion

∏
k Ek ⊆ E(p) does not hold if payoffs are discounted.
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This last example, which is a maximization problem for a single agent, shows th
set of equilibrium payoffsEλ(p) where payoffs are discounted with discount factorλmay
not converge toE(p). This is in fact a classical phenomenon in the literature of repe
games with incomplete information.

In this example, there is no strictly individually rational payoff inEk . It is well known
that, in such circumstances, the Folk theorem may fail to hold, even for repeated
with complete information (Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986). One is therefore led t
what happens in non-degenerate situations. We report some related results. Let(ek)k be a
feasible payoff vector(ek ∈ co{g(k,A)} for everyk), such thateik > v

i
k , for every playeri.

It is not difficult to adapt the proof of Theorem 5.1 to show that(ek) is an equilibrium
payoff in theλ-discounted game, providedλ is close enough to 1.

More generally, the inclusionA(p) ⊆ E(p) can be adapted as follows. Lete ∈ A(p).
It is associated to an admissible scenario(f, t, δ) (see Definition 5.1). Assume th
e > Ep(v | πf,t ), p-a.s. As above, it is not difficult to show thate is an equilibrium payoff
of theλ-discounted game, providedλ is close enough to 1.

7.3. Perfect equilibria

For any historyhn of length n let p(hn) be the conditional probability onK after
hn. We say that the strategy profileσ is a perfect (Bayesian) equilibrium ofG(p) if the
continuation strategies(σ ihn)i after everyhn form an equilibrium ofG(p(hn)). We denote
byE′(p) the set of perfect equilibrium payoffs profiles ofG(p).

ClearlyE′(p)⊆E(p). Next is an example where the inclusion is strict.

Example 6. Consider the following two games with probabilityp = (1/2,1/2):
W P

W 2,−2 2,−2
P 2,−2 1,1

G′′′(1),
W P

W −2,0 1,1
P −2,0 1,1

G′′′(2).

The strategies:

• play (P,P ) if W has never been played before;
• play (W,W) otherwise.

Constitute a Nash equilibrium ofG′′′(p) inducing payoff((1,1), (1,1)). The min max
of G′′′(p) is (0,−1/2) which is less than(1,1) for each player. Nevertheless, the thr
of playing(W,W) in G′′′(2) is not credible sinceP is a dominant strategy for player 2
this game. The only Nash payoff ofG′′′(1) is (2,−2) and the only Nash payoff ofG′′′(2)
is (1,1). Therefore, every perfect Bayesian equilibrium yields a payoff of at least 3/2 to
player 1. This implies that the probability that(P,P ) is played forever is 0 in every perfe
Bayesian equilibrium: the true state is uncovered, a.s. Hence the only subgame
equilibrium payoff ofG′′′(p) is ((2,−2), (1,1)).

Here are some remarks on the structure ofE′(p).
(i) Note that the perfect Folk theorem asserts thatE′ =Ek for everyk.
k
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(ii) One can easily prove that
∏
k Ek ⊆ E′(p) using the following fully revealing

strategies (xk denotes a fixed element ofEk).

EXPLORE. Play sequentially each combination of actions inA, thus revealingk.
PAYOFFS.Oncek is revealed, play a subgame equilibrium ofG(k) implementingxk .
PUNISHMENTS.If player i deviates from EXPLORE at stagen, play the punishing

strategies defined in Section 4 forn stages, then start back EXPLORE.

Clearly, no player has incentives to deviate from PAYOFFS. By deviating in EXPLO
playeri is in the long run punished to his min max level in PUNISHMENT, which can
be more than what he would obtain in PAYOFFS (recall thatxik � vik). Note also that no
deviation from PUNISHMENT can be profitable since each punishment is of finite le

(iii) Let us definezik = min{ci, x ∈ E′
k}. This is the worst payoff for playeri in a

perfect Bayesian equilibrium payoff ofGk . Note that we may havezik > v
i
k . Then, for

p ∈ ∆(K) let zik(p) = Ekzik . Say that a scenario isp-admissible when one replacesvi

by zi in the definition of admissibility. We letA′(p) represent the set of payoff profile
induced byp-admissible scenarios. One hasA′(p) ⊆ E′(p). The proof is similar to the
one ofA(p) ⊆ E(p), except that one replaces the punishments ofi by an equilibrium of
the kind defined in (ii) in whichi receiveszik , in statek.

(iv) Finally, do we haveE′(p) ⊆ co(A′(p))? The answer is no, as shown by the n
example.

Example 7. There are three players, player 3 has only one possible action, and the g
one of the following two with probabilityp = (1/2,1/2).

W P

W 2,−2,4 2,−2,4
P 2,−2,4 1,1,0

G′′′′(1),
W P

W −2,2,4 −2,2,4
P −2,2,4 1,1,0

G′′′′(2).

One hasz3k = 4 for eachk, and thusz3k(p)= 4. However,(1,1,0) ∈E′(p).
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Appendix A. Zero-sum games

In this appendix, we give a detailed proof of Proposition 4.2. We assume w.l.o.g. in what follow
maxa,i |gi(a)| � 1.

To guaranteevk . Let ε > 0. We define below a profileσ−i
ε and prove that it satisfies

∃N, ∀σ i , n�N, k ∈K, E
k,σ−i

ε ,σ i
[ḡn] � vk + ε. (3)

For j �= i, denote byej = (1/|Aj |, . . . ,1/|Aj |) ∈∆(Aj ) the uniformly mixed strategy of playerj .
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For each subset̃Ai of Ai andk ∈ K , choose an optimal profileσ−i (k, Ãi) of players−i in the (one-shot,
complete information) game with payoff functiongk where playeri is restricted toÃi . We may obviously assum
that the two profilesσ−i (k, Ãi) andσ−i (k′, Ãi ) coincide if the restrictions ofgk andgk′ to Ãi ×A−i coincide.

Forn ∈ N, denote byAi(n) the set of actionsai ∈Ai for which the functiong(ai, ·) is known at the beginning
of stagen. Notice that this is a set-valued process adapted to(Hn).

For j �= i, defineσjε as: play according toej if Ai(n)= ∅, and(1− ε)σ j (k,Ai(n))+ ηej otherwise, where
η= ε/(I + 1). Setσ−i

ε = (σ jε )j �=i .
Let σ i be apure strategy of playeri and setσ = (σ i, σ−i

ε ) for notational convenience. Fora ∈ A, n ∈ N

denote by

Hn(a)= {h ∈H∞, ∀p < n, ap �= a}
the set of plays on whicha has not been played prior to stagen. Notice thatHn(a) ∈ Hn. For ai ∈ Ai set
Hn(a

i) = ⋃
a−i∈A−i Hn(ai, a−i ) ∈ Hn : it consists of those histories of lengthn − 1, after which the payoff

functiong(ai, ·) is not yet fully known.
We denote by(tp) the successive stages in which playeri chooses an action which consequences are not

known:

t1 = 1, tp+1(h)= inf
{
n > tp(h), h ∈Hn

(
σ i (h)

)}
, p � 1.

Notice that(tp) is a non-decreasing sequence of stopping times (possibly infinite) for the filtration(Hn).
In each of the stagestp , the probability that a new cell is discovered is at least(1/|A−i |)ηI−1. This implies

that the sequence(Pk,σ {tp <+∞})p decreases exponentially fast to 0. This is the content of the next lemm

Lemma A.1. ∀q,Pk,σ {tq+|A| <+∞ | tq <+∞} � 1− α, whereα = ((1/|A−i |)ηI−1)|A|.

Proof. For n ∈ N, we denote byNn(h) = |{a ∈ A, h ∈ Hn(a)}| the number of action combinations which a
unknown prior to stagen (i.e., which have not been previously played). Notice that 0� Nn � |A|, ∀n, and
Nn+1 �Nn. Also,Nn may only decrease in the stagestp andNtp > 0 on{tp <+∞}. Moreover,

Pk,σ {Ntp+1 =Ntp − 1 | tp <+∞} � 1

|A−i |η
I−1.

The result follows. ✷
Clearly, one then has

Pk,σ {tq|A| <+∞} � (1− α)q−1,

for everyq ∈ N. Denote byS = max{p, tp < +∞} the number of stages in which playeri plays an unknown
action. We now prove thatS is bounded in expectation.

Lemma A.2. Ek,σ [S] � |A|(1+ 1/(1− α)).

Proof.

Ek,σ [S] =
∞∑
q=1

Pk,σ {S � q} =
∞∑
q=1

Pk,σ {tq <+∞} � |A|
(

1+
∞∑
q=1

Pk,σ {tq|A| <+∞}
)

� |A|
(

1+ 1

1− α
)
. ✷

We are now in a position to prove thatσ−i
ε almost guaranteesvk in statek, for long games. Property (3

follows from the next result.

Lemma A.3. One hasEk,σ [ḡN ] � vk + Iη+ 1
N

Ek,σ [S], for everyN ∈ N.
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Proof. Let n ∈ N. With probability at least(1 − η)I−1 � 1 − Iη, players−i follow in stagen the profile
σ−i (Ai (n)). In that case, if playeri selects an actionai within Ai(n), the expected payoff to playeri in stagen
is at mostvk .

Denote byΩn =⋃∞
q=1{tq = n} ∈Hn the set of those plays on which playeri chooses an action outsideAi(n)

in stagen.
By the previous paragraph, one has

Ek,σ [gn1Ωcn ] �
(
(1− Iη)vk + Iη)Pk,σ {Ωcn}.

Therefore,

Ek,σ [gn] � vk + Iη+ Pk,σ {Ωn}.
By summation overn, one obtains

Ek,σ [ḡN ] � vk + Iη+ 1

N

N∑
n=1

Pk,σ {Ωn} � vk + Iη+ 1

N
Ek,σ [S]

where the second inequality uses Fubini’s theorem.✷
To defendvk . Let σ−i ∈Σ−i , andε > 0. We constructσ iε ∈Σi and prove (see Lemma A.6) that

∀k, E
k,σ−i ,σ iε [ḡn] � vk − ε,

providedn is large enough.
Denote by(pn) the process of posterior beliefs held by playeri, knowing thatplayers−i useσ−i .
Notice that the distribution of players−i ’s actions in stagen, conditional on the information available t

playeri, is a correlated distribution, denoted byσ̄ −i
n .

The strategyσ iε is defined as: play according to(1− ε)σ i(pn, σ̄−i
n )+ εei in stagen, whereσ i(pn, σ̄−i

n ) is a
best reply of playeri to the correlated distribution̄σ−i

n in the game with payoff function
∑
k pn(k)gk .

We prove that, whatever be the true state of naturek, playingσ iε againstσ−i ensures that playeri ’s average
payoffs eventually exceedsvk − ε.

As aboveHn(a)= {h, ∀p < n, ap �= a} is the set of histories up to stagen for which the content of cella
has not been discovered. We setHn(a

−i )=⋃
ai∈Ai Hn(a−i , ai ). Setη= ε/6, and define

Ωn = {
h, ∃a−i ∈A−i , h ∈Hn

(
a−i) andσ−i

n (h)
[
a−i]� η

}
.

h ∈Ωn is at stagen, there is a non-negligible probability that anunknownaction is played by players−i. Notice
thatΩn ∈ Hn. Thus, onΩn, there is a probability at leastβ = ηε/|Ai | that a new cell is discovered at stagen.

We now state the analog of Lemma A.2. We redefineS =∑∞
n=1 1Ωn , and we setσ = (σ−i , σ iε ).

Lemma A.4. SetC = |A|(1+ 1/(1− β |A|)). ThenEk,σ [S] �C.

Proof. It is straightforward to adapt the proofs of Lemmas A.1 and A.2.✷
Let n ∈ N. We say that the anticipation of playeri in stagen is good if ‖σ−i

n (h) − σ̄−i
n (h)‖ � η (the real

distribution on players−i ’s move in stagen is quite close to the anticipated distribution). We otherwise say
the anticipation is bad. We denote byΘn = {h,‖σ−i

n (h)− σ̄−i
n (h)‖> η} ∈ Hn the corresponding set of historie

We denote byB(h)= {n,h ∈Θn} the set of bad anticipations.
We rely on the following classical result from the literature on reputation effects. The reader is refe

(Fudenberg and Levine, 1992) or (Sorin, 1999) for a proof.

Lemma A.5 (Fudenberg and Levine, 1992).There existsN0 ∈ N, such thatPk,σ {|B| �N0}< η.

We now compute an estimate on the average payoff in any stagen � 1. Let hn be an history up to stagen
included in(Ωn ∪Θn)c . After hn , the anticipated distribution of players−i actions is good, which implies tha
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σ in(hn) is an 2η-best reply to the actual distributionσ−i
k,n(hn). Moreover, the probability of an unknown actio

combination by players−i is at mostη. Therefore, any best reply of playeri to σ−i
k,n(hn) yields an expected

payoff of at leastvk − η.
In conclusion, one has

Ek,σ [gn1(Ωn∪Θn)c ] � (vk − 4η)Pk,σ
{
(Ωn ∪Θn)c

}
.

Therefore,

Ek,σ [gn] � vk − 4η− (
Pk,σ (Ωn)+ Pk,σ (Θn)

)
. (4)

Lemma A.6. One has

Ek,σ [ḡn] � vk −
(

4η+ N0

N
+ η+ C

N

)
.

Proof. SetBN = B ∩ {1, . . . ,N}. By summation overn, one gets from (4)

Ek,σ [ḡn] � vk −
(

4η+ 1

N
Ek,σ [BN ] + 1

N
Ek,σ [S]

)
.

Now,BN �N , andPk,σ {BN �N0}< η. The result follows. ✷

Appendix B. Non-zero-sum games

Proof of Proposition 6.2. For k ∈K , choose a sequenceak = (akn)n in Ak(e) such that the empirical frequenc
1
n

∑n
p=1 1akp=a of eacha ∈ A in the sequence converges toδ(k)[a]. Moreover, we choose the sequencesak so

that the mapk �→ ak is πe-measurable. This is feasible, sinceδ is πe-measurable.
We define a profileσ of pure strategies as follows. It coincides withf until t (learning phase). In other word

σ in = f in on {t > n}. From t on, in statek, σ implements(akn)n (payoff phase):σn = (akn) on {k̃ = k, t � n}
(wherek is the random state of nature).

Denote byd = inf{n,an �= σn(k, a1, . . . , an−1)} the first stage in which a player deviates from the main p
Notice thatd + 1 is a stopping time for(Hn). If i is the deviating player, players−i switch topunishment path
i: they compute the posterior distributionpd+1 overK , given the information available at staged + 1, and play
optimal strategies in the corresponding game of incomplete information, where playeri faces players−i.

Underσ , the main path is followed up to the end of the game. Givenk, the players explore untilt , and then
follow the sequenceak . Therefore,Ek,σ [ḡn] → γk , for eachk ∈K .

We now prove that no deviation of playeri can improve uponσ i . Let τ i be a pure strategy of playeri.
Our first statement compares conditional continuation payoffs to expected levels of individual ratio

underσ .

Lemma B.1. ∀n, Ep[〈δ, g〉i | Hn] � Ep[vi | Hn], Pp,σ -a.s.

Proof. Notice that,Pp,σ -a.s., the players learn nothing onk after t . Hence, for anyf :K → N, andn ∈ N,

Ep[f |Hn] = Ep[f | Hmin{n,t}], Pp,σ -a.s. (5)

By assumption,Ep[〈δ, g〉i | Ht ] � Ep[vi |Ht ], Pp,σ -a.s. Conditioning with respect toHmin{n,t} yields

Ep
[〈δ, g〉i ∣∣Hmin{n,t}

]
� Ep

[
vi
∣∣Hmin{n,t}

]
.

The claim follows then from (5), used both for〈δ, g〉i andvi . ✷
Lemma B.2. One has

∀n� 1, Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
vi (pn+1)

∣∣Hn

]= Ep
[
vi
∣∣Hn

]
.
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Proof. From the study of zero-sum games, one hasvi(pn+1)= Ep[vi | Hn+1], everywhere.
On the other hand, notice that(Ep[vi | Hn])n is a(H∞, (Hn)n,Pp,σ−i ,τ i )-martingale. Therefore,

Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
vi(pn+1)

∣∣Hn

]= Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
Ep
[
vi
∣∣Hn+1

] ∣∣Hn

]= Ep
[
vi
∣∣Hn

]
. ✷

It is easy now to derive the claim for Banach equilibria. LetL be a Banach limit. Consider the paths induc
by the two profilesσ and(σ−i , τ i ) when the state of nature isk. If these two paths coincide, the payoffs induc
by σ and(σ−i , τ i ) are both equal toγk . If not, they differ in staged and, from staged+1 on, playeri is punished.
Therefore,

γ iL
(
γ−i , τ i

)= Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
γ i
k̃
1d=+∞ + vi(pd+1)1d<+∞

]
.

Now,

Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
vi(pd+1)1d<+∞

] = Ep,σ−i ,τ i
[
vi(pd )1d<+∞

]= Ep,σ
[
vi (pd)1d<+∞

]
.

The first equality follows from Lemma B.2; the second from the fact that the paths induced by(σ−i , τ i ) andσ
coincide untild : Pp,σ = Pp,σ−i ,τ i on (H∞,Hmin{d,n}), for eachn. From Lemma B.1, one has

vi (pmin{d,n} � Ep
[
γ i
k̃

∣∣Hmin{d,n}
]
, Pp,σ -a.s.

for eachn. By taking expectations, and lettingn→ ∞, one obtains

Ep,σ
[
vi(pd+1)1d<+∞

]
� Ep,σ

[
γ i
k̃
(pd)1d<+∞

]
,

henceγ iL(σ
−i , τ i )� Ep,σ [γ i

k̃
] = γ iL(σ ).

Things are slightly more involved for uniform equilibrium. Fix somen ∈ N, large compared to the time need
for a punishment to be effective, and to the time needed for average payoffs underσ to be close toγ . We only
give the general idea of the computation. Details are standard and left to the reader.

Given k, either (σ−i , τ i ) induces the same path up ton asσ , in which case the average payoff up ton,
given k, are the same for the profiles. Or the two paths differ in staged . The average payoff up ton is a convex
combination of the average payoffs up tod and fromd + 1 up ton. The former coincides, (with the exceptio
of staged), with the average payoff up tod induced byσ . The latter corresponds to payoffs in thei-punishment
phase.

If d is small compared ton, the weight of the first part is negligible, and the average payoff up ton is at most
the expectation ofvi (up to someε), given the information available at staged . If d is close ton, the weight of the
second part is negligible, and the average payoff up ton is close toγk . Otherwise, the average payoff to playei
up ton is close to a convex combination ofγ ik and of something which is at most the expected value ofvi , given
the information at staged . ✷
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Let s be a profile of pure strategies. Givenk, s induces a single path(k, (an(k))n. We
denote by{ā1, . . . , āNs }(k) the different action combinations which appear in this path, listed according t
order of appearance. Formally,

t1(k)= 1, ā1(k)= a1,

tp+1(k)= inf
{
n > tp, an /∈

{
ā1(k), . . . , āp(k)

}}
, āp+1(k)= atp+1(k), for p � 1.

Choose a profilefs = (fs,n)n�1 of pure strategies such that

fs,1(k)= ā1(k) and fs,n+1
(
k, ā1(k), . . . , ān(k)

)= ān+1(k), (6)

for n < t(k). This condition is compatible with the informational requirements: sinces ∈Σ , ān+1(k) depends on
k only through the payoffs of the action combinations played before, i.e.,ā1(k), . . . , ān(k). Notice also that there
are many exploration processes compatible with (6).

We say thates = (fs,Ns) is the exploration rule induced bys. Sinceσ may be viewed as a probabilit
distribution over the profiles of pure strategies, it may also be viewed as a probability distribution over the
exploration rules. We then denote byS its support.
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For e ∈ S , we denote byC(e)= {s, es = e} the set of profiles of pure strategies which inducee. Forn� 1,
and s ∈ C(e), the set{h = (k, (ap)p�1, sp(h) = ap, ∀p < n} ∈ Hn is the event:at stagen, the past play is
consistent with the hypothesis that players are usings. Therefore,

Hn(e)=
⋃
s∈C(e)

{
h, sp(h)= ap, ∀p < n}

is the set of playsh compatible withe up to n. Notice thatHn(e) ∈ Hn . For k ∈ K , definexkn(e) = Ek,σ [ḡn |
Hn(e)]: it is the average payoff up ton in statek, conditional upon the information being coherent withe. Set
xn = (xkn(e))k∈K, e∈S .

SinceK andS are finite, we may choose a convergent subsequence of(xn). For notational convenience, w
still denote by(xn) this subsequence, and we setx = limn→∞ xn.

In the next three lemmas,e ∈ S is fixed.

Lemma B.3. The mapk �→ xk(e) is πe-measurable.

Proof. For any two statesk, k′, the behaviors of the players in these states are identical until one of th
ruled out by the observations. Therefore, ifk, k′ belong to the same atom ofπe , no history inHn(e) distinguishes
between them: the two distributionsPk,σ {· |Hn(e)} andPk′,σ {· |Hn(e)} coincide. Thereforexkn(e) = xk′n (e) for
everyn. Taking the limit givesxk = xk′ . ✷
Lemma B.4. xk(e) ∈ co{gk(a), a ∈Ak(e)}.

Proof. In statek, onHn(e), the only action combinations which can possibly appear are the elements ofAk(e).
Thus,Ek,σ [gp |Hn(e)] ∈ co{gk(a), a ∈Ak(e)}, for eachp � n. This impliesxkn(e) ∈ co{gk(a), a ∈Ak(e)}. ✷

If k andk′ belong to the same atom ofπe , xk(e) = xk′ (e), Ak(e) = Ak′ (e), andgk(a) = gk′ (a), for every
a ∈Ak(e). Therefore, one can construct aπe-measurable mapδe :K →∆(A), such that{ 〈δe, g〉 = x(e),

Suppδe(k)⊂Ak(e), ∀k.

Lemma B.5. (e, δe) is an admissible scenario.

Proof. By construction, it is a scenario. We prove that it is admissible. Notice that(Hn(e))n is a decreasing
sequence of subsets ofH∞. Sincee ∈ S , Pk,σ {⋂n Hn(e)} > 0, ∀k. In particular, for everyε > 0, there exists
N ∈ N, such that, ifq � n�N , one has

∀k, Pk,σ
{
Hn(e)

∖
Hq(e)

}
< ε. (7)

It is straightforward to derive from (7) that, ifX is anH∞-measurable random variable with values in[−1,1],∣∣Ep,σ [X ∣∣Hn(e)]− Ep,σ
[
X
∣∣Hq(e)]∣∣< 2ε. (8)

On the other hand, sinceσ is an uniform equilibrium profile, one has, forq large enough (depending onε),

Ep,σ

[
1

q − n+ 1

q∑
l=n
gl

∣∣∣∣∣Hn(e)
]

� Ep,σ
[
v
∣∣Hn(e)]− ε. (9)

From (8) and (9), one deduces that, forq large enough,

Ep,σ
[
ḡq
∣∣Hq(e)]� Ep,σ

[
v
∣∣Hq(e)]− 3ε,

i.e., x̄q (e) � Ep,σ [v | Hq(e)] − 2ε. The result follows by taking the limitq → ∞, using the fact thatε is
arbitrary. ✷

Therefore,x(e) ∈A(p), for everye ∈ S . Thus, Proposition 6.3 follows from the next lemma.
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Lemma B.6. γ =
∑
S
σ(e)x(e).

Proof. One hasγn(k,σ ) = Ek,σ [ḡn]. However, one cannot writeγn(k,σ ) = ∑
e∈S Ek,σ [ḡn1Hn(e)]: the sets

(Hn(e))e∈S may overlap, hence do not constitute a partition ofH∞; a given atom ofHn may be consisten
with several exploration rules inS .

Yet, setH(e)=⋂
n Hn(e), for e ∈ S . (H(e))e∈S is a (finite) partition ofH∞. Moreover,σ(e)= Pk,σ (H(e)),

for eachk ∈K . Therefore,

γn(k,σ )=
∑
e∈S

Ek,σ [ḡn1H(e)] =
∑
e∈S

σ(e)Ek,σ [ḡn |H(e)].

Sincexkn(e)= Ek,σ [ḡn |Hn(e)] −→
n→∞ x

k(e), one hasEk,σ [ḡn |H(e)] → xk(e). This yields the result. ✷
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